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Timeline of Important California Events

Since 2005 (the previous California adoption of social science materials)--

2010: Common Core State Standards (CCSS)

2012: Fair Accurate Inclusive & Respectiful Education Act (FAIR Act)

2012: English Language Development Standards (ELD)

2014: English Language Arts (ELA)/English Language Development (ELD) Framework

2016: History/Social Science Framework (HSS)

2017: California adoption of HSS materials
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Standards, Framework, Curriculum

Standards Framework Curriculum
Standards outline what 

students should learn by the 

end of each grade level.

HSS classrooms focus on 

content standards, CCSS for 

literacy, and ELD standards

The framework outlines 

instructional guidance for 

teachers.

The HSS framework also 

includes content that has 

been added by recent 

legislation

Curriculum refers to the 

materials that teachers can 

use to plan instruction and 

provide texts and tasks for 

students
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Framework
Current History/Social Science Framework: adopted in 2016

Four shifts:

Content

Inquiry

Literacy

Citizenship
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Changes to the Education Code

Since 2005, the California legislature has passed bills to require the inclusion of the following 

topics in the history/social science framework:

● Armenian genocide

● Civics learning

● Voter education (high school only)

● Barack Obama’s presidency

● Financial literacy

● Cesar Chavez and the farm labor movement

● Bracero program

● The role of Filipino people in WWII
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FAIR Education Act

Effective January 1, 2012

States that teachers and districts cannot give or promote discriminatory instruction

States that school boards cannot adopt instructional materials that negatively portray 

any groups of people on the basis of race, gender, ethnicity, religion, nationality, 

disability, or sexual orientation

Changes the wording of existing law to be more inclusive
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Before the FAIR Act

Instruction in social sciences shall include the 

early history of California and a study of the role 

and contributions of both men and women, black 

Americans, American Indians, Mexicans, Asians, 

Pacific Island people, and other ethnic groups, to 

the economic, political, and social development of 

California and the United States of America, with 

particular emphasis on portraying the role of these 

groups in contemporary society
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After the FAIR Act

Instruction in social sciences shall include the early history of 

California and a study of the role and contributions of both men 

and women, Native Americans, African Americans, Mexican 

Americans, Asian Americans, Pacific Islanders, European 

Americans, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 

Americans, persons with disabilities, and members of other 

ethnic and cultural groups, to the economic, political, and 

social development of California and the United States of 

America, with particular emphasis on portraying the role of 

these groups in contemporary society
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San Juan’s Adoption Timeline

Committee creation: Spring 2018

● Classroom teachers

● Administrators

● Other site and instructional staff

● Family and community members

Community outreach: Spring 2018, 2018-2019 school year

Committee professional learning: July 2018

Publisher presentations: July 2018
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San Juan’s Adoption Timeline

Pilot: 16 total weeks, 2018-2019 school year

Committee recommendation: February/March 2019

Curriculum and Standards: April 2019

Board discussion and action: April 2019

Professional learning for all teachers: Summer 2019

Full implementation of materials: Fall 2019
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Criteria for Materials Review

Categories grounded in the state framework:

● Content and standards

● Program organization

● Instructional planning and support

● Assessment

● Universal access

Categories San Juan has added:

● Digital resources and technology

● Multiculturalism and diversity
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Our Priorities

Creating an adoption committee that includes the following:

● Members that represent the demographics of our community

● Members that represent all (or a majority) of our schools

● Members that represent all grade levels

● Members that represent different roles and areas of expertise

Providing ample opportunities for all of our stakeholders to provide 

feedback about materials under consideration
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Questions?
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